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Fund performance 
   

The Blue Orbit Australian Small Caps Systematic Alpha Fund returned 0.41% from the period from Fund inception to 
the end of October 2019, underperforming its benchmark (S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation index) which 
returned 0.67%.  Global markets finished the month higher, with the S&P 500 up 2.2% (in US Dollar) and MSCI 
World (Gross, in US Dollar) up 2.6%. The Australian dollar strengthened over the month, up 2.2% against the US 
Dollar.  
 
The Australian market was slightly lower, with the S&P/ASX 100 down 0.4% for the month. Small cap stocks 
underperformed larger cap stocks, with the Small Ordinaries index down 0.5% in October. Within small cap stocks, 
Information Technology (+3.8%) and Health Care (+3.2%) were the standout sectors. Consumer Staples stocks  
(-6.4%) was the weakest performing sector over the month.  
 

 
1. Returns shown are Net of Fees.     
2. Inception Date is 11 October 2019.     
3. Benchmark is the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index.  

Portfolio facts 
Fund Details

Fund Valuation (AUD) $1,506,213

NAV unit price (Mid) $1.0041

Inception date 11 October 2019

Performance benchmark S&P/ASX Small OrdinariesS&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index

Buy/sell spread 0.20%/ -0.20%

Distributions Annually  

Portfolio characteristics  
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Alpha Signal Attribution 

 
*Fund Returns in this table are shown Gross of Fees. 

**Returns shown are part month from 11 October 2019 (inception date) to 31 October 2019. 

The Blue Orbit Systematic Alpha process is built from three individual underlying Alpha Signals developed using 
proprietary internal quantitative research processes. The three individual Signals are well diversified with low to 
negative correlations of active returns, and designed to outperform in differing market environments.  The Diversified 
Alpha Signal is the combination of the individual underlying Alpha Signals, and is used as the main alpha input to 
construct the portfolio. 
 
The Systematic Alpha Model is the target model portfolio that the strategy is traded towards. This model is a 
theoretical target, and its returns do not include fees or transaction costs. The returns shown here for the Blue Orbit 
Systematic Alpha Fund are the gross returns of the live Fund for the relevant period, shown after transaction costs 
but before management or performance fees.  

 

Sector Attribution 
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Stock Attribution 

 

Performance Commentary 

Defensive Alpha Signal 
The Defensive Alpha Signal outperformed the Benchmark by over 1% for the part month ended 31 October.  Stock 
selection was the key to the outperformance, with this signal overweight the strongly performing Janus Henderson 
Group (+10.7%) and Seven Group Holdings (+12.2%), while also not holding Zip Co Ltd (-32%) or Clinuvel 
Pharmaceuticals (-17%). 

Quality Alpha Signal 
The Quality Alpha signal underperformed the Benchmark by 0.38% during the same period.  Sector allocation added 
a small amount of value, particularly the overweight to the strongly performing Information Technology sector. 
However, stock selection overall detracted value, with the signal’s overweights to Jumbo Interactive (-14%), Pro 
Medicus Limited (-9.7%) and Clinuvel Pharmaceuticals (-17%) the key detractors.  

Trend Alpha Signal 
The Trend Alpha Signal underperformed the Benchmark by over 1% for the part month ended 31 October. Stock 
selection was again the key factor, detracting value across all sectors. The key stock detractors were the 
overweights to Clinuvel Pharmaceuticals, Zip Co Ltd (-32%), and A.P. Eagers (-10.3%), as well as the signal not 
holding IOOF Holdings (+17.9%) or Seven Group Holdings (+12.2%). 

Diversified Alpha Signal 
The Diversified Alpha Signal underperformed the Benchmark by 0.11%.  Sector allocation added a small amount of 
value, however stock selection again was a large detractor.  Signal overweights to Jumbo Interactive (-14.3%) and 
Clinuvel Pharmaceuticals (-17%) and Pro Medicus Limited (-9.7%) were the key stock detractors over the period.  

Systematic Model versus Diversified Alpha Signal 
The Systematic Model underperformed the Diversified Alpha Signal slightly (by 0.09%), primarily due to stock 
selection within the Financials and Consumer Discretionary sectors. Within Financials, the Systematic Model had a 
larger weighting to the poorly performing Zip Co Ltd (-32%). An overweight position to Jumbo Interactive versus the 
Diversified Alpha Signal also detracted value. 

Blue Orbit Systematic Alpha Fund Performance 
The Fund commenced live trading on 11 October, with a gross performance of 0.47%, underperforming its 
Benchmark by 0.20%. The Fund’s sector allocation added some value, with an underweight position to the poorly 
performing Consumer Staples combined with an overweight to Information technology stocks a positive contributor.  

The Fund’s stock selection within the Consumer Discretionary and Health Care sectors was the key driver of 
underperformance against its Benchmark. Within Consumer Discretionary, the Fund had an overweight position in 
Jumbo Interactive (-14.3%) together with an underweight to Webjet Limited (+12.5%). Within Health Care, the 
Fund’s overweight to Pro Medicus Limited (+32%) also detracted value.  

Live performance of the Fund was within 0.01% of its target Systematic model, with minimal performance impact 
from transaction costs, implementation costs or cash drag for the part month ended October.  
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Conclusion 

The Blue Orbit Australian Small Caps Systematic Alpha strategy uses stock active weight limits of ±3.0%, sector 
active weight limits of ±5.0%, holds 75 to 95 stocks, and targets a hit-rate of around 65%. The diversification and risk 
controls of the strategy means that extreme moves in a handful of individual stocks will only have a moderate effect 
on the portfolio relative to the benchmark in any one time-period. The strategy instead aims for consistent 
outperformance of the overall portfolio of stocks over longer time periods. 

During the part-month of October the diversification of the signals was evident, with Defensive Alpha outperforming 
the Small Ordinaries benchmark by over 1%, Quality Alpha underperforming by 0.38%, and Trend Alpha 
underperforming by more than 1%.  Value strategies (Earnings Yield and Dividend Yield) performed well in the 
second half of October, so it is pleasing to see that the fund only had a moderate underperformance, especially as 
naïve Momentum underperformed the benchmark by nearly 2%.  Timing of the launch of the fund was a little 
unfortunate, as the first half of the month saw the model outperform the benchmark quite strongly, before this 
reverted through the Value outperformance and Momentum underperformance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer  

This report has been prepared for the general information of clients and professional associates of Blue Orbit Asset Management Pty. Ltd., ABN: 
74 623 916 816 | AFSL: 513710 (Blue Orbit AM).  This presentation has been prepared for use by wholesale clients only (within the meaning of 
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and no other persons. Information presented in this document is general information only, and is not intended to 
constitute personal advice or recommendations. This information has not taken into account your investment objectives, financial situation or 
needs.  We strongly recommend that you seek your own professional financial and legal advice prior to any investment decision. While every 
effort has been made to ensure accuracy at the time of compilation, Blue Orbit AM makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, 
completeness or reliability of this information, nor that it is free from error. You should read the information memorandum or other offer document 
for the fund and consider whether an investment is appropriate for you. Unless otherwise stated, all returns shown in this presentation are 
simulated returns, and do not represent actual returns that an investor received. Neither Blue Orbit AM nor any other party guarantees any 
income or capital return from an investment and past performance is not an indication of future returns.  Any forward looking statements in this 
presentation are based upon Blue Orbit AM’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, many of 
which are beyond Blue Orbit AM’s control and could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or 
implied.  These forward-looking statements are not guarantees or representations of future performance and should not be relied upon as such. 
Blue Orbit AM undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this 
presentation. For more information please visit www.blueorbitam.com   

http://www.blueorbitam.com/

